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Abstract8

This paper revisits a classical fluid-structure interaction problem on the momentum transfer9

and external work done to structures by a blast wave propagating in a nonlinear compress-10

ible medium (air). A fully-clamped ductile beam system is considered here, in place of the11

rigid free-standing plate used in the KNR theory (Kambouchev et al., 2006, 2007), which12

takes into account limits to material deformation, boundary compliance and boundary fail-13

ure. The model is used to critically re-evaluate the impulse imparted to the beam, and the14

subsequent external work done by a blast wave, for different modes of the beam deformation15

compared to its free-standing counterpart of identical mass per unit area (considered previ-16

ously by others). It will be shown that the maximum beam deflection, transmitted impulse17

and external work done by the interface pressure are insensitive to FSI effects if loading is18

sufficient severe to induce boundary failure. Comparisons are also made between the struc-19

tural performance of the beam system during fluid structure interaction in a compressible20

and incompressible fluid medium.21
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1. Introduction24

It is well-known that, in the acoustic limit, the impulse imparted to a rigid free-standing25

plate depends only on a non-dimensional FSI (fluid-structure interaction) parameter which26
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is independent of the intensity of the blast – a direct consequence of the linearity assumption27

in Taylor’s pioneering work [1]. This was subsequently extended by Kambouchev et al. [2, 3],28

Nomenclature

A Cross-sectional area of beam
B Width of beam
ca Ambient air speed
CR Reflected coefficient
d Standoff distance
d0 Length of compressed air container
D Damage variable
e Internal energy of air particles
ĒF Maximum non-dimensional external work done to a freestanding beam
ED External work done by interface pressure
ĒD Maximum non-dimensional external work done by interface pressure
Ei Incident energy of blast wave per unit area
F Deformation gradient
H Thickness of beam
zIi Incident impulse per unit area
IT Transmitted impulse
ĪF Maximum total impulse per unit area of rigid free-standing beam
ĪT Non-dimensional maximum transmitted impulse
I∗ Non-dimensional impulse
K1, K2 Coefficients for artificial viscosity
Kφ Rotational spring stiffness
L Half length of beam member
M0 Fully plastic bending moment
M̄ non-dimensional bending moment (,M/M0)
N Membrane force
N0 Fully plastic membrane force
N̄ non-dimensional membrane force (, N/N0)
pa Ambient pressure
ps Peak incident overpressure
pR Reflected overpressure
pInt Interface overpressure
Q Transverse shear force
Q0 Fully plastic shear force
Q̄ non-dimensional transverse shear force (, Q/Q0)
t1, t2, t3 Termination time of Phases I, II and III
ti Decay constant
Us Shock speed
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v0 Peak initial velocity
W̄ Displacement ratio
W0 Maximum mid-span deflection
WB, WS Deflection at mid-span and support
Z Lagrangian coordinate
β Ratio of the plastic shear energy to total plastic work done
βc Critical value of β governing transition from mode II and III
βs FSI index
∆E0 Initial energy of compressed air container
γa Specific heat ratio of air
ωd, ωs State variable for damage and shear criteria
φi(x) Admissible mode function
ρ Density of beam material
ρs Gas density behind the shock front
ξ Position of travelling plastic hinge

29

denoted as KNR hereinafter, to account for the effects of nonlinear fluid compressibility,30

such as in an air-blast loading of structures. A universal empirical formula expressed as a31

function of the generalised FSI parameter and blast intensity – a compressible counterpart32

of Taylor’s original FSI index – was derived that predicts the transmitted impulse for a33

complete range of blast and plate characteristics. Predictions were shown to match exactly34

the asymptotic solution for the very heavy and very light rigid plates. The KNR theory35

revealed that nonlinear fluid compressibility further enhances the beneficial effects of FSI in36

reducing the impulse that was imparted. However, it is unclear to what extent the aforesaid37

would be altered when considering more realistic structures that experience limits to material38

deformation, boundary compliance and failure – this is to be investigated in this paper using39

a fully clamped, elasto-plastic beam system.40

Hutchinson [4] proposed an alternative FSI parameter (defined in terms of invariants of the41

incident wave) to elucidate the role of backing to an adiabatically compressed air layer and42

the effects of standoff on the external work done by, and momentum transfer from, a blast43

wave to a structure. A massive plate was shown to always acquire twice the amount of44

momentum of the incident wave and that standoff was found to have a significant effect in45

attenuating the external work done by the interface pressure on the plate. Again, this study46

considers a rigid free-standing plate structure within a one-dimensional context.47

More recently, Subramaniam et al. [5] investigated the response of elastic structures in air48

blasts, where the former is idealised as a lumped-mass with a linear backing spring that49

offers resistance to transverse deformation arising from material deformation and boundary50

constraints. They found that the error in the predicted maximum displacement, both with51

and without FSI, is directly proportional to the ratio of the velocity of the structure to52

the speed of the shock (blast) wave. However, their model is limited to elastic structural53
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response and the prediction error would increase if the blast loading is sufficiently intense,54

as is often the case, to induce significant plastic (membrane-type) deformation leading to, in55

extreme cases, a loss of structural integrity. Follow-on work by the same authors [6] on the56

air blast loading of flexible foams, again in a one-dimensional context, found that the error57

arising from ignoring FSI effect is significant only in the early stages of the blast pressure58

history where motion of the foam produces a reduction in interface overpressure; this error59

is largest in the ‘weaker’ foams as they tend to acquire a higher acceleration away from the60

blast wave.61

In this paper, an elasto-plastic beam system is used in place of the idealised ‘rigid structure’62

to reconsider the fluid structure interaction problem. A model of the ductile beam system63

– previously developed by Yuan et al. [7] – is used here, which is capable of capturing the64

different modes of beam deformation (observed in blast experiments), the initiation and65

evolution of damage with increasing transverse beam deflection, and its consequential de-66

tachment from the support. The same numerical approach by Hutchinson [4] is employed67

to generate an exponentially decaying pressure wave with a peak overpressure that attenu-68

ates naturally with distance. By coupling the air domain to the ductile beam system, the69

momentum transfer from, and external work done by, the blast to a clamped ductile beam70

will be critically re-evaluated up until the point of beam detachment (or failure) from its71

boundary. Comparisons will also be made between the structural performance of the beam72

system in a compressible (this paper) and incompressible (from [8]) fluid medium as a result73

of fluid structure interaction.74

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides a succinct summary of the salient75

features in a ductile beam model by Yuan et al. [7], and describes the fluid and structure76

coupling scheme; results for the dynamic response of the ductile beam, considering fully-77

coupled FSI effects, are presented in Section 4; Section 5 establishes the conditions under78

which FSI cannot be ignored; results for the rigid free-standing and elasto-plastic beams79

are compared and sensitivity analyses carried out to elucidate the dependence of the model80

predictions on the beam’s aspect ratio and inertial mass in Section 6; finally, Section 781

compares the performance of the beam system for air and underwater blasts.82

2. Analytical model83

The analytical model of a ductile beam system by Yuan et al. [7] is summarised here. For84

completeness, the numerical method that is employed to simulate air shock formation, its85

propagation and attenuation; and the coupling strategy (in time domain) to treat interac-86

tions between the shock wave and the aforesaid ductile beam model are also briefly outlined87

- both are identical to that employed in the original KNR studies [2, 3] and by Hutchinson88

[4].89
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Figure 1: Schematic of the ductile beam system by Yuan et al. [7].

2.1. Model formulation [7]90

A schematic of the ductile beam system that is modelled is given in Fig 1. It comprises of a91

slender beam (made of a rate-independent, elastic perfectly-plastic material) supported at92

each end by three springs, one rotational and two axials. The two torsional ‘elasto-plastic’93

springs model the end rotation of the beam and the subsequent formation of plastic hinges.94

Both axial and vertical springs have ‘rigid-plastic’ characteristics to model plastic stretch95

and plastic shear sliding at the support, respectively. An air-shock pulse p(t), is assumed96

to always impinge normally, and uniformly, over the full span of the beam regardless of its97

subsequent transverse ‘in-plane’ motion.98

The beam deformation is divided into three phases according to the sequence of hinge99

formation: (a) Phase 1 (0 < t ≤ t1) - no plastic hinge forms anywhere along the beam;100

(b) Phase II (t1 < t ≤ t2) - a stationary plastic hinge forms at the support on each end of101

the beam; (c) Phase III (t2 < t ≤ t3) - plastic hinge travels from the support towards, and102

coalesce with, an existing stationary hinge at the mid-span, ending in a final three-hinge103

collapse configuration. An interactive yield criterion that combines the bending moment M ,104

membrane force N and the transverse shear force Q given by105

|M̄ |
√

1− Q̄2 + N̄2 + Q̄2 − 1 = 0 (1)

is adopted, where M̄ , N̄ and Q̄ are the non-dimensional generalised stresses. In each phase,106

the transverse beam deflection is approximated as a sum of n generalised displacements107

wi(t) and admissible mode functions φi(x). Once the total strain energy V of each phase is108

derived, the governing equations of motions for the beam system are obtained by substituting109

the Lagrangian into the well-known Euler-Lagrange equation – see details given in [7]. The110

general equation of motion is expressed by111

n∑
j=1

Mijẅj + ∂V

∂wi
= Bp(t)

∫ L

0
φi(x)dx, i = 1, 2, ..., n. (2)
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where Mij is the generalised mass and p(t) is the pulse pressure loading.112

The model implements gradual softening of the non-dimensional bending moment M̄ , mem-113

brane force N̄ and transverse shear force Q̄ as a function of effective strain εeff . Initiation114

of ductile damage follows a criterion given by115

ωd = εeff

εd
= 1 (3)

where ωd is a state variable that increases monotonically with the effective strain εeff , and116

εd is the effective strain at damage initiation (also known as damage strain). Beyond this,117

progressive softening of the generalised stresses occur in accordance to the following evolution118

law:119

|M̄ | = |M̄ f |(1−D), N̄ = N̄ f (1−D) and Q̄ = Q̄f (1−D) (4)

where M̄ f , N̄ f and Q̄f are the non-dimensional generalised stresses at the onset of damage,120

respectively. For simplicity, a linear evolution of the damage variable D with effective strain121

εeff given by122

D = εeff − εd
εr − εd

(5)

is implemented where εr is the rupture strain of the beam material. The non-dimensional123

generalised stresses reduce to zero when D = 1 at which point failure (complete detachment124

from the supports) occurs.125

The three distinct deformation régimes identified by Menkes and Opat [9] are delineated in
accordance to the following criteria:

Mode I : D < 1, ωs < 1 (6a)
Mode II : D = 1, ωs < 1 (6b)

Mode III : D = 1, ωs ≥ 1 (6c)

where the state variable ωs is given by126

ωs = β

βc
. (7)

In Eq 7, β is the ratio of the plastic work absorbed through shearing deformation to the total127

plastic work done and βc (=0.45) [10] is a critical value delineating the transition between128

modes II to III. Table 1 lists the material properties - they are rate-insensitive - for the129

Aluminium 6061-T6 beams that were modelled.130

2.2. Coupling of fluid domain to the structure131

The coupling problem consists of an ‘air-column’ of two parts, viz. ‘compressed container’132

of adiabatic air and quiescent ambient air, and an elasto-plastic beam system of Fig. 2.133
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Table 1: Material properties of the Aluminium (6061-T6) beam [9]

Density, Young’s modulus, Static yield Poisson’s Damage Rupture
ρ (kg/m3) E (GPa) strength, σY (MPa) ratio strain, εd strain, εr

2686 69 283 1/3 0.38 0.5

d0 d

‘Compressed
container’

of Air
Ambient air

Ductile
beam

Z
Figure 2: Schematic of FSI model in air

Following Hutchinson [4], the ‘compressed container’ of air in the interval 0 ≤ Z ≤ d0 is134

prescribed an initial velocity distribution of135

v(Z) = v0e
−(Z/d0)2 (8)

where Z is the Lagrangian coordinate, d0 is the length of the compressed air container and136

v0 is the peak velocity. Hence, the compressed air has a density distribution ρ(Z) and a137

finite initial energy per unit area ∆E0 given by [4]138

p(Z)
pa

=
[
ρ(Z)
ρa

]γa

=
1 + γa − 1

2 (v(Z)
ca

)2

γa/(γa−1)

and

∆E0 = pad0

γa − 1

[(
1 + γa − 1

2 (v0

ca
)2
)γa/(γa−1)

−
(

1 + γa − 1
2 (v0

ca
)2
)1/(γa−1)] (9)

where γa (= 1.4) is the specific heat ratio of air, pa (= 104761 Pa) is the ambient pressure,139

ρa (= 1.225 kg/m3) is the density of air, ca (= 346 m/s) is speed of sound in air and the140

subscript ‘a’ denotes ambient conditions. At time t = 0, the container of air is ‘released’ and141

a shock wave (of an exponentially decaying type) is generated which propagates towards the142

beam. In this study, the negative suction phase of a blast pulse is not considered. It is worth143

emphasising that the FSI problem is modelled here in an idealised one-dimensional context -144

this follows the approach of existing studies [5, 6, 11]. Consequently, it does not account for145

any interface pressure variations along the beam surface in the longitudinal direction (x−146

direction in Fig. 1). Even though this is likely to lead to quantitative inaccuracies, by over-147

predicting the effects of FSI in alleviating the interface pressure, it should not, qualitatively,148

influence the general outcome of the current findings.149

The equations governing fluid motion (in both the ‘compressed’ container and ambient air)150

are expressed in a Lagrangian framework and consists of the following [2–4]:151
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1. The kinematic relations for the material velocity v and acceleration a are152

v = ∂xe
∂t

and a = ∂v

∂t
(10)

where the Eulerian coordinate xe, velocity v and acceleration a of a fluid particle are153

functions of Lagrangian coordinate Z and time t.154

2. The momentum conservation equation is155

ρ0a = − ∂p
∂Z

(11)

where ρ0 is the initial density of the particle with Lagrangian coordinate Z.156

3. The equation of state was modified, by adding a viscous dissipation term Θ, to give157

[12]158

p = (γa − 1)ρ0
e

F
−Θ (12)

where e is the internal energy, F (= ∂xe/∂Z) is the deformation gradient; and, the159

viscous term Θ is included to stabilise the numerical scheme according to160

Θ =

−ρa(K1ḋ∆)2 − ρacaK2|ḋ|∆, ḋ < 0
0, ḋ ≥ 0

(13)

where ḋ = (1/F )∂F/∂t is the deformation rate, K1 and K2 are artificial viscosity161

coefficients and ∆ is width of the shock wave (set as the grid spacing for numerical162

stability).163

4. The energy conservation equation is164

∂e

∂t
=
[
(1− γa)e+ Θ

ρc

]
(14)

where ρc is the current density of the air particles.165

The staggered method is adopted for the fluid-structure coupling in time domain [13, 14].166

Interactions between the shock wave and elasto-plastic beam is achieved through enforcing167

the congruence conditions of velocity and displacement at the fluid-structure interface, i.e.168

the interface velocity and displacement must be identical for both the fluid and the structure.169

Following [5] and [8], the mid-span of the beam is evaluated through coupling to the one-170

dimensional air column. The governing equations (Eqs. 10, 11, 12 and 14), together with171

the initial conditions (Eqns. 8 and 9) and artificial viscosity (Eq. 13), are solved using the172

von Neumann-Richtmyer scheme which is based on a finite difference discretisation of the173

governing equations [12]. Starting at a current time step, when the state of the fluid and174

structure are known, the fluid-structure system is integrated in time to obtain the solution175

at the next time step as follows:176
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1. The current displacement at the fluid-structure interface is used in the governing equa-177

tions of the fluid motion, i.e. Eqns. (10), (11), (12) and (14), to calculate the interface178

overpressure pInt for the next time step.179

2. The mid-span beam displacement at the next time step is updated by solving the180

equations of motion for the beam, subjected to the new interface overpressure pInt(t) =181

p(Z = d+ d0, t)− pa obtained from step 1, given by182

n∑
j=1

Mijẅj + ∂V

∂wi
= BpInt(t)

∫ L

0
φi(x)dx, i = 1, 2, ..., n. (15)

Details of the finite difference scheme are well documented in the literature [3, 12, 15] and183

is not repeated here.184

3. Validation of the numerical implementation (for air column)185

To validate the numerical implementation of the air column (recall that the model of the186

structural beam was previously validated in [7]), we consider the normal reflection of a uni-187

form shock from a fixed rigid wall where analytical solutions already exist. In a compressible188

medium, such as air, the reflected peak overpressure from a rigid wall takes the form of [16]189

pr = CRps (16)

where the reflected coefficient CR are obtained from the well-known Rankine-Hugoniot re-190

lationships to give191

CR = 8ps/pa + 14
ps/pa + 7 . (17)

For small ps/pa (the acoustic range), CR ' 2; whilst, for ps/pa � 1, CR → 8.192

Figures 3a and 3b plot the incident pI(t) and reflected pR(t) overpressure-time histories –193

the latter from a fixed rigid wall – generated for two different blast intensities at various194

standoff distance d, using the numerical scheme summarised in Section 2.2. Nonlinear com-195

pressibility of air causes significant attenuation of the blast pulse, leading to a reduction in196

the peak overpressure of the evolving pressure pulse, and a corresponding increase in pulse197

duration td, with propagation distance. Figure 4 compares the normalised peak reflected198

overpressure (pr/ps) obtained numerically (the values were extracted from Figs. 3a and 3b199

for different standoff distance d/d0) to the corresponding pressure reflection coefficient CR200

predicted by Eq. (17). They are in excellent agreement for a wide range of shock intensities,201

suggesting that the numerical scheme used to generate shock in the air column was correctly202

implemented.203
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Figure 3: Incident pI(t) and reflected pR(t) overpressure-time histories for a shock interacting with a rigid
wall at different standoff distance d: (a) ‘weak’ shock wave (using v0/ca = 1.7 and d0 = 0.5 m in Eqs. 8-9 )
; (b) ‘strong’ shock wave (using v0/ca = 5.1 and d0 = 0.05 m in Eqs. 8-9) .

4. Dynamic response, with and without FSI, in different modes204

In this section, analytical models of the air column and structural beam are used to compare205

the external work done by the interface pressure and momentum transfer to a typical beam206

deforming in three different modes in uncoupled (without FSI) and fully-coupled (with FSI)207

simulations.208

The temporal history of the transmitted impulse per unit area IT (t′) and external work done209
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Figure 4: Comparison of the normalised peak reflected overpressure pr/ps obtained numerically (plotted
previously in Figs. 3a and 3b) to the corresponding pressure reflection coefficient CR predicted by Eq. (17).

per unit area ED(t′) to the beam are given by210

IT (t′) =
∫ t′

0
pInt(t′)dt′ (18)

and211

ED(t′) = 1
BL

∫ L

0
pInt(t′)W (x, t′)dx. (19)

They are normalised by the incident impulse Ii and energy Ei respectively, given by [3]212

Ii =
∫ td

0
psϕ(t′)dt′ = psti and (20)

213

Ei = p2
sti/ρaca (21)

where ti is the decay constant of the incident wave and td is the pulse duration. Note that214

time t′ in Eqs. 18-20 is measured from when the pressure wave first arrives at the fluid-215

structure interface. It is worth emphasising that if the structural system fails (i.e. complete216

detachment occurs at t′ = t′3) before all its kinetic energy is expended, then the beam217

member would have a residual kinetic energy at the point of severance. Parts of this are218

absorbed through further plastic deformation as the beam member continues to deform until219

it reaches permanent set whilst the remaining as translational kinetic energy. Since fluid-220

structure interaction in the ‘pre-detachment’ régime is of interest, the ‘post-detachment’221

response of the beam is not considered, or characterised, here.222

Figure 5a plots the pressure, deflection, impulse and energy histories for a 0.17 m (L) ×223

0.01 m (H) × 0.01 m (B) beam subjected to a blast wave generated using the following224

parameters so that it deforms in mode I: d0 = 0.05 m, d/d0 = 79 and v0/ca=5.1. Note that225

in the uncoupled case, the interface pressure pInt(t′) is the reflected overpressure time history226

from a stationary rigid wall obtained using the same incident blast pulse, this is denoted227

hereinafter by pR(t′). The results reveal t′3 – defined as the time taken to reach the maximum228
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Figure 5: Interface pressure, mid-span deflection, transmitted impulse and external work done by the inter-
face pressure for uncoupled (without FSI) and coupled (with FSI) beam response during (a) mode I (0.17
m × 0.01 m × 0.01 m), (b) mode II (0.2 m × 0.01 m × 0.01 m) and (c) mode III (0.17 m × 0.01 m × 0.01
m) deformation. - - denotes without FSI; — denotes with FSI. t′3 refers to the instant when beam motion
ceases (if in mode I) or when failure (if in modes II or III) occurs.

mid-span beam deflection – to be an important time-scale for a beam deforming in mode229

I. When t′ ≤ t′3, the interface overpressure pInt(t′) is consistently lower in the coupled (with230

FSI) analysis compared to its uncoupled (without FSI) counterpart. This is due to rapid231

initial beam motion, as opposed to the stationary rigid wall, which results in alleviation of232

the interface overpressure in the former. By contrast, beyond t′ > t′3, there is no noticeable233

difference between the two interface pressure-time histories (with and without FSI) after234

the maximum beam deflection is reached. The reason is that, during the subsequent elastic235

rebound, the velocity of the beam is so insignificant that it hardly has any effect on the236

interface pressure pR(t′) [5]. In mode I, where beam failure does not occur, the consequence237

of FSI is that the maximum beam deflection (mid-span), maximum transmitted impulse and238

the maximum external work done by the interface pressure are always lower compared to239

its uncoupled counterpart where FSI is ignored.240

Figures 5b and 5c plot the same for beams deforming in mode II and III, respectively. It is241

important to note that t = t′3 corresponds to the instant when complete beam detachment242
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(or failure) occurs at which point the simulation terminates. Results were shown for two243

beam geometries, viz. 0.2 m (L) × 0.01 m (H) × 0.01 m (B) and 0.17 m (L) × 0.01 m244

(H) × 0.01 m (B), subjected to an identical blast pulse (d0 = 0.05 m, d/d0 = 31 and245

v0/ca=5.1). Unlike in mode I, their interface overpressure pInt(t′) is always lower than its246

uncoupled counterpart pR(t′) throughout. Again, this is caused by rapid motion of the247

beam prior to the onset of failure which relieves the interface overpressure. Consequently, at248

every time t′, the temporal mid-span deflection WB(t′)/H, transmitted impulse IT (t′)/Ii and249

external work done ED(t′)/Ei is also greater for the uncoupled case compared to its coupled250

counterpart - an observation which is broadly similar to mode I (see Fig. 5a). However,251

their corresponding peak value (this occurs at the point of beam failure) appears largely252

unaffected by whether or not FSI is considered. The reason is because a beam only fails253

when it reaches a critical maximum mid-span deflection and is independent of the pulse254

shape [7]. Hence, the temporal mid-span deflection WB(t′)/H of the coupled analysis is able255

to increase for longer, compared to its uncoupled counterpart, before the onset of failure.256

The longer loading duration permits the transmitted impulse and external work done to257

make up for its earlier deficiency caused by FSI. Therefore, an uncoupled analysis suffices258

to determine the maximum value of the beam deflection, transmitted impulse and external259

work done by the interface pressure if a beam is deforming in either mode II or III since260

these quantities are insensitive to whether FSI is considered or not.261

It is worth emphasising that the beam dimensions and loading parameters used to generate262

Fig 5 were deliberately chosen so that t′ = t′3 – this corresponds to the cessation of beam263

motion if in mode I or to failure if in mode II or III – is less than the positive duration of264

the incident pressure pulse, i.e. t′3 < td. This is to highlight the differences between the265

predictions, with and without FSI, since results to be presented later in Section 5 will show266

that FSI effects are more significant for non-impulsive loadings, i.e. t′3/td < 1.267

5. Importance of FSI in mode I268

Results in Section 4 have shown that the maximum mid-span deflection, transmitted impulse269

and external work done by the interface pressure are only sensitive to FSI if the beam is270

deforming in mode I, i.e. when beam failure does not occur. Therefore, an interesting follow-271

up question to address is: Given that a beam deforms in mode I, what parameters (and to272

what extent do they) control its sensitivity to FSI? The predicted mid-span beam deflection273

[5] is commonly used as an indicator to compare predicted structural response, with and274

without FSI. Here, we introduce a displacement ratio defined as W̄ = WFSI
0 /WNO FSI

0 to275

provide a measure of the error that arises from neglecting FSI. Since error is given by276

1−W̄ , a decreasing W̄ corresponds to an increase in predicted error. Note that the reflected277

overpressure history pR(t) from a stationary rigid wall, see Section 4, is used to obtain278

WNO FSI
0 .279

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the variation of displacement ratio W̄ as functions of velocity ratio280

vmax/Us, time ratio t3/td and βs (, ρsUsti/ρH - Kambouchev’s FSI index), respectively,281
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Figure 6: Variation of the displacement ratio W̄ with velocity ratio vmax/Us for beams of different aspect
ratio L/H deforming in mode I.
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Figure 7: Variation of the displacement ratio W̄ with time ratio t′3/td for beams of different aspect ratio
L/H deforming in mode I.

where vmax is the maximum mid-span velocity expressed as282

vmax = max
0≤t′≤t′3

[Ẇ (x = 0, t′)], (22)
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Figure 8: Variation of the displacement ratio W̄ with FSI index βs beams of different aspect ratio L/H
deforming in mode I.

ρs is the density of gas behind the shock given by283

ρs = ρa
2γa + (γa + 1) ps

pa

2γa + (γa − 1) ps

pa

, (23)

and Us is the shock speed given by284

Us = ca

√
(γa + 1)ps

2γapa
+ 1 . (24)

The shock wave is generated using the following parameters in Eqs. 8 and 9 so that all the285

beams deform only in mode I: v0/ca = 5.6, d0 = 0.05 m and d/d0 = 79.286

Figure 6 shows a monotonic decrease of the displacement ratio W̄ with velocity ratio vmax/Us287

for all L/H. It shows that neglecting FSI would lead to an over-prediction of the maximum288

mid-span beam deflection – this is to be expected – and that this error increases with289

vmax/Us. Figure 7 plots W̄ versus t′3/td for different aspect ratio (L/H). Note that t′3/td →∞290

corresponds to the extreme case of impulsive loading where FSI effects may be neglected. As291

the time ratio t′3/td decreases (or when the blast pulse becomes increasingly ‘non-impulsive’),292

the error in the predicted structural response increases if FSI is ignored, as expected. To293

achieve a same ‘amount’ of FSI effect (say W̄ = 0.8, or 1-W̄ = 0.2), the beam with a higher294

L/H would take a longer time to reach its maximum mid-span deflection. This agrees with295

the analytical predictions by Jones [17] where it was shown that t′3 increases with L/H.296

Figure 8 shows that the error from ignoring FSI (or 1 − W̄ ) increases with βs - this is297
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consistent with previous studies based on rigid, free-standing structures where it was shown298

that the beneficial effects of FSI can be harnessed through reducing the mass per unit area299

of a structure [2–4]. It is interesting to note that W̄ is insensitive to L/H at very low βs.300

This is because the mass per unit area of a beam is inversely proportional to βs and, at301

very low βs, the lack of beam motion leads to an insensitivity to L/H. As βs increasing,302

the predictions for W̄ become increasingly sensitive to L/H and the error of ignoring FSI303

increases with L/H (for a given βs). This is unsurprising because, for the same mass per unit304

area, a longer beam develops a higher maximum mid-span velocity [7, 17], which alleviates305

the interface pressure leading to a greater FSI effect.306

6. Effects of FSI on ‘elasto-plastic’ and ‘rigid free-standing’ beams307

Here, we use the analytical model to investigate the uncoupled and fully-coupled dynamics308

of beams deforming in its three different modes. A parametric investigation is performed309

to evaluate the sensitivity of the maximum impulse transfer (ĪT ) and external work done310

by the interface pressure (ĒD) to aspect ratio L/H and FSI index βs. The maximum non-311

dimensional transmitted impulse ĪT and external work done to a fully-clamped, elasto-plastic312

beam (Section 2.1) are defined, respectively, as follows:313

ĪT = max
0≤t′≤td

[IT (t′)/Ii] (25)

and314

ĒD = max
0≤t′≤td

[ED(t′)/Ei]. (26)

The aforesaid will be compared to its rigid free-standing counterpart of an identical mass315

per unit area. The maximum transmitted impulse and external work done - the superscript316

F denotes free-standing - are, respectively, given by [3]317

ĪF = λ
βs(1+βs)
R ββs/(1−βs)

s (27)

and318

ĒF = λ
2βs(1+βs)
R

(1− e−βs)2

2βs
. (28)

Note that λR (a non-dimensional parameter) is given by319

λR = γR

(
CRfR
γR

)
, (29)

the non-dimensional parameter γR is320

γR = 8− 42pa
ln(1 + ps/7pa)

ps
, (30)

and fR is321

fR =
(

6ps
pa

+ 7
)√√√√√√ (6 + CR) ps

pa
+ 7(

ps

pa
+ 7

)(
(1 + 6CR) ps

pa
+ 7

)(
CR

ps

pa
+ 7

) . (31)
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6.1. Mode I (Figs. 9a & 9b)322
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Figure 9: Variations of non-dimensional maximum impulse (—) and external work done (–.–) as a function
of aspect ratio L/H and FSI index βs, for beams deforming in mode I. In (a), all beams have a square
cross-section of H = B = 0.05 m and a constant FSI index of βs = 0.084; and, in (b), beams have identical
aspect ratio of L/H = 17.

The following initial conditions were used in Eqs. 8 and 9 to ensure that all beams deform323
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only in mode I: d0 = 0.05 m, d/d0 = 79 and v0/ca=5.1. Figures 9a and 9b show how the non-324

dimensional impulses (ĪT and ĪF ) and external work done by the interface pressures (ĒD
325

and ĒF ) vary as functions of aspect ratio L/H (for a constant βs = 0.084) and FSI index326

βs (for a constant L/H = 17), respectively. The results show that ĪT reduces monotonically327

with L/H and βs (a reduction of its mass per unit area). This is because increasing L/H or328

βs leads to a higher maximum velocity that could be acquired by the elasto-plastic beam,329

resulting in greater alleviation of interface overpressure and, hence, greater effects of FSI.330

This also agrees with the findings in Fig. 8 where the error of ignoring FSI effect increases331

with L/H and/or βs. For its free-standing counterpart, ĪF is, as expected, only affected by332

the beam’s mass per unit area (ĪF reduces with βs in Fig. 9b) and not its aspect ratio (ĪF is333

invariant to L/H in Fig. 9a). In both Figs. 9a and 9b, a greater impulse is transmitted to the334

elasto-plastic beams, i.e. ĪT > ĪF , because the alleviation of interface overpressure is greater335

for free-standing beams due to their significantly higher velocity in the absence of resistance336

offered by the supports. The previous trend is reversed as the maximum external work337

done for the free-standing beams is significantly higher than its fully-clamped counterparts,338

i.e. ĒF > ĒD, since there are no supports to constrain the translational motion of the339

free-standing beams and, hence, it acquires a significantly higher displacement.340

6.2. Modes II and III (Figs. 10a & 10b)341

The initial conditions d0 = 0.05 m, d/d0 = 79 and v0/ca=5.1 were used in Eqs. 8 and 9 to342

ensure that beams deform in either mode II or III. Note that in mode III the ratio of the343

plastic work absorbed through shearing deformation to the total plastic work done reaches344

the critical ratio of βc = 0.45 at failure [10]. It is evident that mode III deformation tends to345

occur for elasto-plastic beams with low L/H and high βs. This is because decreasing L/H346

or increasing βs leads to a somewhat smaller mid-span deflection which, in turn, results in347

a smaller proportion of plastic work absorbed through membrane deformation to the total348

plastic work done. Therefore the plastic work absorbed through shearing deformation to the349

total plastic work done β must be more significant, since it was shown in [7] that the plastic350

work absorbed through bending is negligible in mode III.351

Figures 10a and 10b show that when complete detachment occurs, the maximum transmitted352

impulse ĪT acquired by the beam decreases with L/H or βs. Although these trends appear353

similar to those in mode I (Figs. 9a and 9b), the reduction of transmitted impulse is not354

a consequence of FSI effects since it was previously shown (see Figs 5b and 5c) that the355

peak transmitted impulse is unaffected by FSI if complete detachment occurs. Rather,356

this is due to early boundary failure by the elasto-plastic beams, i.e. increasing L/H or357

βs leads to premature boundary failure, resulting in a greater reduction of the maximum358

non-dimensional impulse (ĪT ) that is transmitted. The maximum non-dimensional impulse359

for a free-standing beam ĪF always reduces with increasing βs according to Eq. 27 as360

shown in Fig. 10b. Elasto-plastic beams deforming in mode II and III always have greater361

maximum transmitted impulse and lower maximum external work done by the interface362

pressure compared to their free-standing counterpart, i.e. ĪT > ĪF and ĒD < ĒF , except363
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Figure 10: Variations of non-dimensional maximum impulse (—) and external work done (–.–) as a function
of aspect ratio L/H and FSI index βs, for beams deforming in modes II and III. In (a), all beams have a
square cross-section of H = B = 0.01 m and a constant FSI index of βs = 0.189; and, in (b), beams have
identical aspect ratio of L/H = 20.

for a limited range of βs in mode III where ĪT < ĪF . This is because, if βs is high, complete364

detachment of the elasto-plastic beams occurs very early in its deformation history where365

simulation terminates, whilst its free-standing counterpart (if subjected to the same incident366
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shock wave) would continue to acquire impulse from the shock wave as it has yet to reach367

its maximum transmitted impulse.368

7. Comparison of structural performance between underwater and air blasts369
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Figure 11: Predictions of temporal interface pressure and mid-span deflection of elasto-plastic beam sub-
jected to an identical blast pulse in air and underwater. Results for air blast were from Figs. 5a and
5b

It is of interests to evaluate which medium (air or water) is more effective in mitigating the370

effects of blast loading for elasto-plastic structures subjected to a blast wave of identical371

intensity (i.e. same peak incident overpressure ps and decay constant ti). Predictions shown372

here for underwater blast are obtained using the analytical model developed by Yuan et al.373

[8] in a separate study. Figure 11 compares the interface pressure and mid-span deflection of374

an elasto-plastic beam subjected to an identical incident shock pulse in air and underwater.375

The incident overpressure in Figs. 11a and 11b can be characterised by ps = 1.00 MPa376

and ti = 1.14 ms, and ps = 1.55 MPa and ti = 0.74 ms, respectively. It can be seen in377

both figures that: (1) the peak interface overpressure in air is significantly higher than in378

water because of the non-linear compressibility effects of air; and (2) the interface pressure379

pInt(t)/pa in water drops more dramatically than in air, as a result of greater alleviation of380
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interface pressure because of its significantly higher bulk modulus. Both contributes to the381

significantly less mid-span deflection predicted for an underwater blast compared to air, i.e.382

the elasto-plastic beam can develop mode I and even mode II deformation in air, but only383

deforms elastically in water. This demonstrates that an incompressible medium is able to384

better mitigate the effects of a blast wave for elasto-plastic structures subjected to the same385

incident wave.386

A note of caution: the effects of standoff distance was omitted from the above analysis to387

highlight differences in the effects of FSI between the two media. Clearly, increasing standoff388

distance leads to attenuation of the peak incident overpressure and a longer pulse duration389

(see Figs. 3a and 3b for examples) in a compressible medium (air). By contrast, the shock390

wave travels without attenuation in an incompressible medium (water). Hence, the incident391

wave impinging on the structure will be different (unlike the above analysis) for the two392

media, i.e. the peak overpressure is significantly higher and pulse duration is smaller in393

underwater compared to an air blast. As a result, a structure may be more vulnerable to394

underwater explosion - than in an air blast - despite its superior capability of mitigating395

blast effects (as seen in Figs. 11a and 11b); the same was noted by Xue and Hutchinson [18]396

for sandwich structures.397

8. Conclusion398

The dynamic response of elasto-plastic beam subjected to intense air blast has been analysed.399

Numerical model developed by Yuan et al. [7] is used to predict the mid-span displacement,400

interface overpressure history, impulse transfer and external work done by the interface401

pressure for elasto-plastic beams deforming in three different modes of deformation. The402

key findings are listed below:403

1. An uncoupled analysis (without consideration of FSI) suffices to determine the max-404

imum value of the beam deflection, transmitted impulse and external work done by405

the interface pressure if a beam is deforming in either mode II or III. If FSI is ig-406

nored in mode I, the increasing over-prediction of the structural response is either a407

result of a higher beam’s maximum speed relative to the shock speed or increasingly408

non-impulsive loading and a smaller mass per unit area.409

2. In all three modes, increasing aspect ratio L/H or FSI index βs always leads to a410

reduction in the maximum transmitted impulse through greater alleviation of the411

interface pressure.412

3. Unlike a free-standing structure (beam), the external work done by the interface pres-413

sure is significantly lower if boundary conditions are included in the analysis. However,414

the presence of a physical boundary leads to greater momentum transfer except for415

exceptional cases in mode III where premature detachment from the support curtails416

the impulse transferred to the supported structure.417

4. If a structure is subjected to an identical incident blast pulse, ignoring wave attenuation418

in air, then the underwater case is less likely to develop large inelastic deformation419

and complete detachment compared to its counterpart in air.420
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